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Technical Specification for supply and commissioning of cable /conductor Rewinding
Machine

1.0 'SGOPE:

i)
ii)
-

The scope of work mainly comprise of:Design, supply and commissioning of cable/conductor rewinding machine along with
all accessories required for the purpose. The machine must have the valid calibration
certificate from NABL accredited test house
lnstallation and commissioning of above equipment at at any of the store within
jurisdictional area of DHBVN/UHBVN, shall include all civil works (except the building
work) viz. Foundation etc. and other work with supply of all petty items required for
such installation and testing
Any other activity which are not specifically mentioned but essentially required to
achieve the work objective
To provide operation and maintenance manual including drawings three nos
Spare parts and consumable items along with list.
on site Guarantee for 5 years for instrumenuequipment including whole systems.

iii)

iv)
v)vi)
2.0

STANDARDS:
The machine shall conform to the provision of latest issues of standards to be read with
upto date and latest amendments/revisions thereof. Equipments conforming to any other
international standards which ensures equal or better quality will also be acceptable and in
such case (s) bidder shall clearly indicate the salient points of difference between the
standards adopted and as specified ones.

3.0

CLIMATIC SERVICE GONDITIONS:
The Cable /Conductor Rewinding Machine to be supplied against this specification should
be capable of performing under extreme hot, cold, tropical and dusty climate and solar
iadiation typically existing in the state of Haryana. The cable /conductor Rewinding
Machine shall be required to operate satisfactorily and continuously under the following
tropical climatic conditions:
(a)
(b)

Maximum ambient air temperature
50oc
Maximum ambient air temperature in shed
45oC
{c) Maximum temperature attainable by the ME exposed to sun
85oC
(d) Minimum ambient temperature
-) 5"C
(e) Average daily ambient air temperature
400c
(0 Maximum relative humidity
95o/o
(s) Number of months of tropical monsoon condition
4 months
(h) Maximum altitude above mean sea level
1000 m
(i) Average annual rain fall
1 50 cms
1i)
llaximum wind pressure
1 50 ko/sq, mm
(k) lsoceraqnjc level (days per year)
50
(l)
Seismic level (horizonlql accn.)
0.30 q
(m) Permitted noise level
45.db
All the parts & surface, which are subject to corrosion shall either Ue rnaOe ot
such material or shall be provided with such protective finish, which provides protection from
any i{urious effect of humidity.

4.0

TechnicalSpecification:-

i)

-

iD
A)

Rewinding machine having main body of MS plate and MS Channel with suitable
clutch for layering and tension control for rewinding of ACSRyAAAC conductor of
different sizes/rating and 33 KV cable up to size 3Cx400 mm Sq.
Drum weight capacity up to 7.5.MT.

Maximum drum size
Particulars
Flange Dia
Barrel Dia
Traverse
Bore
Overall width

DIN Specification
2200 mm
730 mm
1100mm
127 mm
1400 mm
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B)

Type
i) Vertical Stationary take up unit pintle type is constructed of High Quality
rolled Steel Section & Structural steel resulting in a superior stiffness &
Rigidity of the Base Stand. The unit will consist of a fabricated steel assembly
set in the foundation, the top surface at a floor level.
Two vertical columns assembly are placed on machined base and made to
move side wise to accommodate different size of drum. The movement of the
columns will be controlled by geared motors.
ii) Pillar type pay-Off stand unit with tensioning device suitable to
accommodate the Cable/conductor drum

c)

Lifting lowering of drum.
Motorized with hardened steel siding pintle/collar for adjustment of drum
width, Raising, lowering and reel holding sensed by proximity /limit switches.

D)

Shifting of columns:Both the column are placed on machined based and made to move side wise
by A.C lnduction geared motors of 3.0 H.P Fitted with torque limiters.

E)

Traversing unit:Adjustable type unit will be driven by separate A.C lnduction motor through
reduction gear box & movement of traverse slide is controlled by 1.5 H.P.A.C
frequency variable drive. The direction of traverse will be changed by limit
switch.

F)

Measuring unit

Very accurate measuring unit with a counter having two vertical and
horizontal guide rollers at entrance and exit of measuring unit with digital
counter meter.
G)

Torque Limiters:Torque limiter is a protective device that limits toque kansmitted in a drive
system by slipping. When torque demand exceeds a present value as a result
of shock loads overloads or machine jams. lt is automatically re-engages
when overload, torque has passed, No resetting is required. The torque
limiter presents machine damage & eliminates costly down time.

H)

Main Drive:The unit will get its drive by 10 H.P 1440 RPM A.C induction motor.

Motor make:ABB, SIEMENS & KIRLOSKAR
J)

Liner speed
Maximum Speed- 60mt./minute
Minimum Speed - 10 mt./minute

lnstallation & Commissioning:The rewinding machine shall be suitably installed and commissioned at any of
the Store within jurisdictional area of DHBVN/UHBVN. The installation and
commissioning involves all required earthling, foundation as per the prevailing
standards. All control/power cable incoming control panel consists of input & output
voltage, input and output current etc. for equipment shall be supplied by the bidder for
functional operation of the system.
The bidder shall furnish a schematic diagram showing the layout, foundation,
earthing of each equipment, rating, make and specification alongwith technical offer
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Note:- The rating of motors, drives and other fittings motioned above are minimum values and
biddei may offer better and higher option as per suitability of design without extra charges.

6.0
-

Packing and forwarding
The packing of the equipment shall be such that it should not get damaged during
transit. Each test set shall be supplied with suitable packing for easy transportation,
rugged use and to prevent damage during transit in addition to packing. The supplied
equipment should be immune to vibrations and shocks in normal transportation and
handing.

7.0
-

Completeness of Equipment:Any fitting accessories or apparatus which may not have been specifically
mentioned in the specification be deemed to be included and shall be supplied by the
bidder without the extra charges. The rewinding machine shall be complete in all respect
whether such details are mentioned or not mentioned in this specification.
Drawing and bill of material:-

-

Detailed dimensional drawings of machine, General technical particulars of Take-up &
Pay off columns and bill of material, including detailed leaflet of installation and fitting
alongwith the details of foundation showing clearly the requirement of minimum floor
arealplan dimensions and its constructions features should be furnished with the tender
offer.
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